Prextex Balloon Pump Electric Air Blower Dual Nozzle Portable
Balloon Inflator for Fast and Easy Bulk Balloons Filling for Event and
Party Decoration (Blue, 110V) Review-2021

Super Timesaver - Easily inflate your balloons in bulk with this premium quality easy-to-use air
blower for balloons
Dual Nozzles with 2 Inflation Modes - 1 ON-OFF automatic nozzle for continuous balloon filling and
1 nozzle with a push-to-inflate manual mode. Both nozzles can be used at the same time to boost
productivity
Lightweight and Portable - This balloon air pump features a portable size and design with an
easy-grip handle so you can take it to your party location for on-site balloon filling
Comes with 2 extra narrow-tip extension tubes so you can also inflate water balloons or regular
balloons with small openings
Product Compliance and Safety - This product features a 110-120V UL-Listed plug and was tested
to be safe for a smooth and safe balloon-blowing experience (Frequency: 60Hz, Power: 600W)
SUPER TIME-SAVER: Easily inflate your balloons in bulk with this premium quality easy-to-use air
blower for balloons
Lightweight and Portable: This balloon air pump features a portable size and design with an
easy-grip handle so you can take it to your party location for on-site balloon fillingIDEAL USE: Say
goodbye to filling balloons by mouth or with a hand-pump! Save your energy for better things and
use this practically designed portable electrical air pump to fill up bulk balloons quick and easy.
Dual Nozzles with 2 Inflation Modes:
1 ON-OFF automatic nozzle for continuous balloon filling, and1 nozzle with a push-to-inflate manual
mode.
Both nozzles can be used at the same time to boost productivity
Essential for Any Party or Event Planner:
Use for 'regular party balloons' of all sizes and shapes so your party or event takes a festive looks
in a matter of minutes instead of hours...
DO NOT USE to inflate pools, swim rings, airbeds, inflatable boats or 260Q/350Q balloons.
Super Time-Saver:
With a rate of 2-3 seconds per balloon, and 2 nozzles which can work simultaneously, this pump can
easily inflate 40-60 balloons per minute.
This is not a helium or hydrogen pump, fills with regular air only.
Pump Specifications:
Input Voltage: 110-120V
Power: 600W, 60Hz. Freq.
Size: 8 x 5 x 6.25 Inches
Weight: 2 lbs (0.94 kgs)
Inflation Rate: 2-3 seconds per balloon
Product Compliance and Safety:
This product features a 110-120V ETL-Certified plug and was tested to be safe for a smooth and
safe balloon-blowing experience.
This affordable, yet powerful pump will make a noise while in operation.Do not exceed 2 hours of
continuous operation.
How To Use:
Pinch the 2 sides of the balloon mouth with your fingersPut the balloon opening onto the inflation
portPush down the inflation portOnce reached the desired size, remove the balloon and tie it.
TIP: Make sure you have a grip on the balloon before pushing down the port, so you're not losing
the balloon to the air power... (even more important in Auto-Mode where the air pumps
continuously).
Productivity Tip:
Set up an Assembly Line, where 1 person fills up the balloons and immediately hands it over to
another person for tying them.
Boost productivity even further, by using both modes simultaneously, and have 2 fellows available
nearby for tying them.
Shop our full line of quality party balloons in assorted colors, pastel colors, single color packs for

specific themes or ready combos for themed parties...
Assorted Color Party Balloons
Assorted Pastel Color Party Balloons
Single Color Packs for Themed Party Balloons
Green White Themed Party Balloons
Blue White Themed Party Balloons
Pink White Themed Party Balloons
Color:
10 Rainbow Colors in Equal Quantity
10 Pastel Colors in Equal Quantity
Available in 10 Solid Color Packs
Dark Green, Fruit Green, White
Dark Blue, Light Blue, White
Pink, Baby Pink, White
Pack Quantity:
600
600
75
75 (25 of each color)
75 (25 of each color)
75 (25 of each color)
Balloon Size:
Up to 12 Inches
Up to 12 Inches
Up to 12 Inches
Up to 12 Inches
Up to 12 Inches
Up to 12 Inches
Ribbon Included:

Ideal Use:
Parties, Weddings, etc.
Baby Shower Parties, Weddings, etc.
Single or Specific Color Themed Parties and Events
Dinosaur or Jungle Themed Parties
Baby Shower or Birthday Parties for Boys
Baby Shower or Birthday Parties for Girls Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code
2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

